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Test Technician for the Hydrogen Industri    
 

Join a great company working with a strong sustainable footprint and evenly strong values. 

At Nel Hydrogen, our mission is to strengthen future generations by providing unlimited green energy. Using hydrogen 

obtained with renewable energy, we are helping the world convert from fossil fuels to emission-free fuels. At our Danish 

division in Herning, we currently have more than 160 employees, and we expect continued growth in years to come. 

Nel Hydrogen is a global pioneer in developing and producing hydrogen Fueling solutions - a market that is expected 

to continue growing in the coming years as the production of Hydrogen-based cars, buses, and lorries is going to scale 

up.  

About the position and the Team 

You will be the employee who carries out leak tests and pressure tests of sub-assembly or smaller 

subsystems in the test room. You will be our final control that guarantees that the products your 

colleagues have produced live up to the high standards, we have in the hydrogen industry. You will be 

the one who coordinates and prioritises the execution of the individual test processes based on when the 

components are to be used in the assembly. 

 

You will be part of the production department in Nel, which currently consists of more than 40 skilled 

Assemblers, divided into two areas. One area which contains pre-/sub-assembly (including the test 

room) and the other one which is a modern line assembly with 6 assembly steps. Each area has its own 

Production Supervisor, where this position will report to the manager in the pre-/assembly area. 

 

About you 

The products are mechanically complex, so you must have a broad technical understanding and 

experience in assembly work. However, you may have come to a point in your career where you have 

chosen to put the tool aside a bit and to focus on quality and control. 

 

We imagine that: 

• You hold 3-5 years of experience from an assembly of both mechanical and electrical  

   components, and you are used to working according to instructions /process descriptions. 

• You know what it means to work with high quality standards and safety in your daily work and  

   you know how important it is to carry out the processes according to the given regulations /  

   instructions 

• You have good communication and collaboration skills and can create trust as a person. 

• You have an interest in IT, as using the IT tools are part of the testing process. 

• You are used to reading drawings, wiring-diagrams, PIDs 

• As a person you are careful and detail-oriented 

• You can work independently and responsibly, as well as being part of a dynamic team and   
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   having many at the same time.  

• You are good at maintaining your overview - even during busy periods 

• You are fluent in Danish and can communicate in English in both writing and speaking. 

 

It will further be an advantage if: 

• You have worked with pressure equipment before 

• You have experience in planning and managing your own tasks during work hours. 

• You are familiar with Microsoft Navision. 

 

Nel Hydrogen offers 

You are offered an exciting and developing job, where you become part of the Production department, 

which again is part of Operations. In addition to the Production, Operations consists of: Purchasing with 

Stock, QHSE, Operations Excellence, Planning and Commissioning & Installation and Service. 

You should expect to work in an environment where change is part of your everyday life, and where you 

with your experience and knowledge will be able to greatly influence your work. Nel Hydrogen is in Lind 

near Herning, in state-of-the-art facilities centrally positioned nearby the highway and we offer 

employees many benefits such as. a good Canteen Pension scheme, and health insurance and massage 

scheme. 

 

Application and contact 

Send your application and CV as soon as possible to recruitment@nelhydrogen.com. Interviews are held 

on an ongoing basis. 

 

Expect to start your employment in Nel: as soon as possible. 

 

If you would like further information about the position, please feel free to contact. 

Production Supervisor Sune Fisker Nielsen on tel. +45 20934051 

 

About Nel 

Nel is a global, dedicated hydrogen company, delivering optimal solutions to produce, store, and distribute hydrogen 

from renewable energy. We serve industries, energy, and gas companies with leading hydrogen technology. Our 

roots date back to 1927, and since then, we have had a proud history of development and continuous improvement 

of hydrogen technologies. Today, our solutions cover the entire value chain: from hydrogen production technologies 

to hydrogen Fueling stations, enabling industries to transition to green hydrogen, and providing fuel cell electric 

vehicles with the same fast Fueling and long range as fossil-fueled vehicles - without the emissions. 

  

 


